MODEL AFS
A-FRAME STABILIZER
(for VWC Model SLA aa-frame ladder only)
IMPORTANT - REVIEW ALL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROPER USE & SAFETY
WITH ALL INDIVIDUALS USING THIS POOL LADDER TO PREVENT INJURY
STEP #1:
Assemble Model SLA a-frame ladder as per manufacturer’s
instructions included with the ladder. Do not deviate from those
instructions as injury can occur. Make certain height adjustment of ladder is
set to your particular pool requirements. Check that there are no sharp
edges or debris on the bottom of the ladder base tread on the in-pool
portion / side of the ladder (a ladder pad is recommended - sold separately).
Position ladder in your pool at the desired location, free from high traffic
areas if possible.
STEP #2:
Lift exterior portion of ladder and fit both base tread
extensions into the base tread of the ladder (see figure A below). Gently tap
extensions until they snap tightly into place. Return ladder with extensions
to the ground making certain ground is level beneath.
STEP #3:
Insert straight ends of the diagonal supports into the slots at the ends of the base tread
extensions (see figure B below) and secure using bolts, washers and nuts provided (do not tighten).
Make certain ladder is set to proper height and positioned on level ground. Position the angled end of
the diagonal support against the ladder side frame and mark hole location with a pencil. Pre-drill a 5/32"
hole and secure support in place using screw provided (see figure C). Repeat for both sides and tighten
all hardware to snug only. Overtightening hardware into plastic may cause holes to strip.
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SWIM SAFELY!
REMEMBER, NOTHING
REPLACES PARENTAL
SUPERVISION
NEVER SWIM ALONE

